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Women in Groups: Aeschylus's Suppliants and the Female Choruses of
Greek Tragedy

Abstract
The disqualification of Aeschylus's Suppliants as our earliest surviving tragedy has inevitably led to new
understandings of the play's prominent chorus. While the use of the chorus as a main character was once seen
as a direct link with tragedy's past and a conservative reflection of tragedy's origins, that feature is now as likely
to be viewed as an innovation. Thus H. Friis Johansen and E. H. Whittle, authors of the extensive 1980
commentary on the play, see the Suppliants as a "grandiose experiment with a group instead of a single person
as the main carrier of the action." In their view this experiment stands outside the history of tragedy, telling us
nothing about the evolution of the genre; it does not derive from the tragedies that immediately preceded the
Suppliants, and it exerted "no influence on the development of Attic tragedy."
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WOMEN IN GROUPS: AESCHYLus's SUPPLIANTS AND THE

FEMALE CHORUSES OF GREEK TRAGEDY 

Sheila Murnaghan 

The disqualification of Aeschylus's Suppliants as our earliest surviving tragedy 

has inevitably led to new understandings of the play's prominent ch rns.' 

While the use of the chorus as a main character was once seen as a direct link 

with tragedy's past and a conservative reflection of tragedy's origins, that fea

ture is now as likely to be viewed as an innovation. Thus H. Friis Johansen and 

E. H. Whittle, authors of the extensive 1980 commentary on the play, see the 

Suppliants as a "grandiose experiment with a group instead of a single person 

as the main carrier of the action." In their view this experiment stands outside 

the history of tragedy, telling us nothing about the evolution of the genre; it 

does not derive from the tragedies that immediately preceded the Suppliants, 
and it exerted "no influence on the development of Attic tragedy."' 

Readings like this rightly reveal the Suppliants as a witness to Aeschylus's 

inventiveness and versatility as a playwright. But they may also go too far in 

robbing the play of its value as evidence for tragedy's relationship to its choral 

roots and ongoing affinities to other forms of choral poetry. We will never be 

able to construct a reliable narrative of the origins of tragedy out of our avail

able evidence, and attempts to approximate one by sorting chronologically 

our meager store of extant plays ( all relatively late in the history of the genre) 

and connecting the dots are bound to be reductive. But there is no denying that 

the chorus remains a vital feature of tragedy throughout its history, despite 

some decrease in its prominence over time. Moreover, Aristotle, source of the 

best information we have about tragedy's development, tied the appearance of 

the genre to a reconfiguration of the chorus through the creation of new rela-
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